Kuha Community
Hosted Network
Nokia solution for connecting the unconnected
+ Dramatically reduces the cost of bringing mobile coverage to people in rural areas
+ Involves the communities
+ Enabler for bringing mobile applications to new areas

Connectivity
+ helps the local economy
+ improves quality of life

Environmental monitoring  Tourism  Local market place  Telemedicine Education

Cloud OSS
Backhaul/Internet
Mobile core (operator)

The target is to reduce the cost (CAPEX) of building rural coverage by 90% when compared to macro based solutions and to reduce maintenance cost (OPEX) by > 75% by enabling communities to care for their base stations.

The end-user experience should be similar to setting up and operating a Wi-Fi access point.

Ecosystem for app developers:
+ With Kuha to blue ocean markets with no apps so far
+ Connecting the unconnected - business, public funding, goodwill
+ Makes the world a better place

Nokia solution for connecting the unconnected
+ Helps the local economy
+ Improves quality of life

Connecting the unconnected - business, public funding, goodwill
Makes the world a better place
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